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3“The multitude of young and extravagant mirrors surround her and shout her name...                             filling Alice with joy.”
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Mirror

Walking again through experiences you have never lived, with great intensity, for the first time.

Waking up in foreign places and feeling lost and troubled, with no certainties. This is the 

beginning of a tale, a short story which will take us far away, only to come back here again, 

feeling better than before.

MIRROR  BAKI

Together to create fanciful modular compositions.
A perfect geometry reminding of children games.
Quartz and silver take us back to faraway memories, but style drives us in the present, 
with an endless modularity where creativity can find longed for spaces.
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MIRROR  BAKI
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It was only a few days since the end of high school for Alice. In June, days slip away very 

fast, but sunset is always late to come. At fourteen everything looks easy, but there are 

things, which can hit you hard in the face and are very difficult to fight and they slowly 

become insurmountable mountains throwing dark and long shadows on otherwise 

carefree days. Alice is beautiful and clever and school, like life are a constant confirmation 

of these features. Day after day, after day, Alice walks easily up and down the sweet hills of 

life, but there is always a lingering unhappiness leaving a sour taste that doesn’t go away.  
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MIRROR DEKŌ

A great aesthetic impact with a deep meaning, 
DEKŌ reflects a strong inner life.

The full reflex can shrink or enlarge itself making it
a piece of interior design fully reflecting your personality.



On the great walls a cryptography DEKŌ, a personal language within comprehensible limits, but then the                  simple pleasantness of aesthetics returns and brings back even the one who wanted to be far away...
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She is happy with nearly everything about herself, but for that “petit défaut” that makes 

her suffer, at times even causing an unpleasant feeling when she looks into the mirror. 

Yes, the great big old mirror in the hall, always throwing back at her that single detail. 

Sometimes, when she is alone, Alice stares at her face, her sad smile, as if trying to get 

used to it, trying to grow fond of it, but no!... it is not possible and it never will be. Then she 

jumps away from that position, that image. And the summer goes on, July with its strong 

sun breaks into the room from every crack giving to everything an unexpected energy.  

MIRROR  LINEAR

Simple, but endless modularity.
The temptation to go on endlessly pervades us
And takes us to horizontal and vertical vast spaces... from the ground to the sky.
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At times, for a fleeting second, it meets, even only partially, Alice’s face, changing its expression 

with its light. One day, the sun hits the old mirror, it happens rarely, but today it lingers a bit 

longer than usual, as if whispering something, and then goes away again quickly, ready to set. 

A magical night awaits the mirror, a friendly night, full of unimaginable surprises. Then dawn 

peeps out, shyly, slowly, but bravely. It orders everything to wake up and start living again. 

The cold blue night turns first into pink and then into a warm yellow...  the new day is born! 

Alice slowly twists and turns into her bed, she feels a new light on her face softly calling her.  

MIRROR  PORTRAIT

A reminder of a classic style, maybe lost, but with a new majestic life,
our contemporary portrait.
With great modernity, memories go back in time when walls framed important works of art and frames were
part of this success becoming themselves “works of art”. 
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A few more moments to collect the energy to start again with enthusiasm; but... slowly, 

sadness seeps back in, the awareness that nothing has changed from the night before, that 

brief sour feeling envelops Alice... the sun smiles to her, the warmth on her skin asks her to 

be happy... She gets up, moving slowly, following the direction of the only sun ray filtering 

from the half-shut window, she strokes her face looking for that detail, half hoping that 

the night has kept it, but no, she feels it, it is still there, with her, like every day, like always.  
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She walks towards the hall, shrouded this morning in a special, unknown light, and... the big 

old mirror has been replaced by some very peculiar and jolly mirrors, which are bouncing rays of 

light in a joyful disorder. Alice is transfixed and the solar happiness twirling all around hits her 

transforming sadness in joy, then, the first mirror reflects her image with nonchalance, she likes it, 

and then once again another image comes back to her without defects, without any sadness. The 

multitude of young and extravagant mirrors surround her and shout her name filling Alice with joy.  

MIRROR GAME

It is like a game, but it is not.
It is a reflection of the joyful spirit of the person staring into the mirror
reflecting the real target of the game: us.
We are the focus of the game, knowledgeable interpreters of a tasteful style,
pleasurably immersed in the happy atmosphere of our home.
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The few sun rays filtering from the windows are amplified by the many gold and silver 

reflecting faces, illuminating Alice, happy and smiling. The mirrors, with their beautiful 

and jolly shapes and their unique geometries, have transformed the “petit défaut” into a 

feature, a peculiarity of her personality. Alice finally feels that she has her own exclusive 

and unique style, a beauty born on a sunny July morning. The multitude of new reflexes 

have created a new vision, filtering normality and giving back to Alice a new Alice. 

MIRROR  HELL

Pure emotion, a journey through
the greatest literary work in the world.
Our imagination will be reflected all the way through Dante’s Hell,
surrounded by the whole Work written on the wall.
A unique journey to amaze and be amazed.
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BAKI DEKŌ

BAKI MODEL

MIRROR DIMENSIONS
cm 35 x h 35

COLOURS
SILVER AND/OR QUARTZ DEKŌ MODEL 01

MAXIMUM OVERALL DIMENSIONS
cm 92 x h 130

DEKŌ MODEL 01 ITEMS INCLUDED:
N. 1 PIECE cm 20 x h 130

N. 2 PIECES cm 12 x h 110 
N. 8 PIECES cm 6 x h 110

COLOUR SILVER

ENDLESS COMBINATION POSSIBILITIES ENDLESS COMBINATION POSSIBILITIES 
IT IS RECOMMENDED TO START THE ASSEMBLY ALWAYS FROM THE CENTRAL MIRROR (ITEM. SP 002C)

CRYSTAL EFFECT RESIN DARTS
THIS MIRROR IS AVAILABLE ALSO WITHOUT THE DARTS

BAKI 01

BAKI 02

BAKI 03

BAKI 04

DEKŌ 03

DEKŌ 05

DEKŌ 02

DEKŌ 04
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GAME HELL

GAME MODEL

COMPOSED OF 3 PRE-GLUED MIRROR DISKS
WITH DIFFERENT DIAMETERS 

DIMENSIONS 
DISK A cm 100 x 100 (SILVER)

DISK B cm 67 x 67 (SILVER)
DISK C cm 34 x 34 (GOLD)

DARTS (N. 3) cm 6 x h 18

COLOURS SILVER
AND GOLD

HELL MODEL 01

SHAPED MIRROR
WITH DRAWINGS EXECUTED THROUGH

ENAMELLED OPACIFICATION

DIMENSIONS
cm 118 x h 131

COLOUR SILVER

CRYSTAL EFFECT RESIN DARTS
THIS MIRROR IS AVAILABLE ALSO WITHOUT THE DARTS

SOME EXAMPLES OF INSTALLATION
(ALWAYS ROTATING 45°)

HELL 02

HELL 04

HELL 01

HELL 03
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LINEAR PORTRAIT

ENDLESS COMBINATION POSSIBILITIES

PORTRAIT

TWO PRE-GLUED FRAMES IN GOLDEN MIRROR
AND CENTRAL PART IN SILVER MIRROR

LINEAR 01

LINEAR 02

LINEAR 03

LINEAR MODEL

SINGLE MIRROR
DIMENSIONS
cm 12 x h 110

COLOURS
SILVER AND/OR QUARTZ

PORTRAIT MODEL

DOUBLE FRAME IN GOLDEN MIRROR WITH
SANDBLASTED FRIEZES THROUGH ENAMELLED OPACIFICATION

CENTRAL PART IN SILVER MIRROR

MAXIMUM DIMENSIONS
cm 90 x 90

(central silver mirror dimensions cm 61 x 61)

COLOURS GOLD
AND SILVER
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MODEL ITEM
CODE

DIMENSIONS 
(cm)

PACKAGING
WEIGHT WITHOUT 

WOODEN CRATE  
(kg)

ITEM 
NUMBER PER 
PACKAGING 

MINIMUM 
ORDER

Q.TY

SILVER 
VERSION

GOLDEN 
VERSION

QUARTZ 
VERSION

BAKI SP 001A 35x35 2,3 2 2 YES NO NO

BAKI  SP 001B 35x35 2,3 2 2 NO NO YES

DEKŌ SP 002C 20x130 3,3 1 1 YES NO NO

DEKŌ SP 002D 12x110 1,6 1 1 YES NO NO

DEKŌ SP 002E 6x110 1,64 2 2 YES NO NO

GAME 
(TRIPTYCH)

SP 003F 100x100 15 1 1 YES YES NO

GAME 
(DARTS)

SP 003G
6x18

(single dart)
0,3 3 3 YES NO NO

HELL SP 004H 118x131 15 1 1 YES NO NO

LINEAR SP 005I 12x110 1,6 1 1 YES NO NO

LINEAR SP 005L 12x110 1,6 1 1 NO NO YES

PORTRAIT SP 006M 90x90 20 3 3 YES YES NO

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

The Dream Mirror Collection is composed of 6 mirrors combined with 6 different creativities of wallpapers. It is possible to 
purchase them together or separately. Every mirror of the Dream Mirror Collection is made of the Saint Gobain’s “miralite”, a 
material produced with a polished edge perimeter and a thickness of 5 mm. Every mirror has permanent double-sided tapes on 
its back and a silicone bonding is included in the shipping in order to guarantee the optimal attachment. 

As concerns the wallpapers, it is necessary to ensure that the installation of them will be made using only paste glues and that 
their minimum weight will be of 300 gr/sqm. 

In order to obtain an optimal assembly of the “Portrait”, “Game” and “Hell” models, it is recommended to fasten the mirror in the 
centre of two rolls of wallpaper.

For cleaning, use natural and no-aggressive detergents, such as vinegar, Marseille soap, shaving cream, tea. Alcohol is not 
recommended.
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The Wallpaper and the Mirror become the representation of a synergic vertical creativity, an 

optimal ensemble relationship which gives style, quality and three-dimensionality to the rest 

of the ambient.  The Wallpaper and the Mirror become partners for a complete final outcome.  

Every Mirror of this collection suggests a combined wallpaper with which you can share a great 

vertical dream...

The suggested Wallpapers shall be read as reference combinations. The customer 
can decide to combine anyone of these wallpaper with one of the different available 
mirror models or to purchase only one of the two products (buying either the 
wallpaper or the mirror).

MODEL ITEM NUMBER

BAKI WALLPAPER WP BAKI001A

DEKŌ WALLPAPER WP DEKŌ002B

GAME WALLPAPER WP GAME003C

HELL WALLPAPER WP HELL004D

LINEAR WALLPAPER WP LINEAR005E

PORTRAIT WALLPAPER WP PORTRAIT006F
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BAKI  WALLPAPER  

DEKŌ  WALLPAPER  
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LINEAR  WALLPAPER  

PORTRAIT  WALLPAPER  
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GAME  WALLPAPER  

HELL  WALLPAPER  
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